
Find A Grave 

 

 

Created in 1995 by Jim Tipton.   

 His hobby was visiting the burial sites of celebrities and wanted a place to 

record that information (See the “Famous” tab on the home page.) 

 It is of great historical importance to have a record of all those who have 

been part of our collective humanity. 

 As a resource for people researching their families. 

 As a way to keep the memory of someone alive. 

 

Information comes from over 1 Million registered Find A Grave contributors 

 

As of November 2017, the site contained over 165 million burial records and 75 

million photos in 400,000 cemeteries in over 200 countries. 

 

Purchased by Ancestry in September 2013, but is still run by Jim Tipton and crew. 

 

Home Page has four main tabs:   

Memorials, Cemeteries, Famous, and Contribute 

You can start searching right from the home page 

 

You can log in at the upper right hand corner.  Once you do, it will show you: 

Photo Requests (for pictures of tombstones at local cemeteries)  

Suggested Edits (that that you have made or that you need to approve) 

Photos to Transcribe (photos that you have uploaded – usually a cemetery project) 

For more info see:  Contribute (below) 

The “Help” button at the bottom of the screen is very helpful. 



Memorials – search millions of grave records 

 
The basic search asks you to enter name, birth/death dates and cemetery location. 

Additional search options include search by maiden name or memorial number.   

 

Once you find the grave you are looking for, you will see whatever information has 

been submitted, including: birth, death, burial, memorial ID#, and family members.   

 

There are two additional tabs for photos and flowers.   

Photos – You can add photos - drag and drop images, or select from folders in your 

computer.  You can also download photos to your computer that others have 

contributed. 

Flowers - You can attach flowers, but can also choose from religious, holiday, 

occupation, military, and flag categories. 

 

Edit – Add or make changes to name, birth or death dates and locations, plot 

location or GPS, marker transcription, or any other relevant  information. 

 

You can connect to parents, spouse(s), and children whether in the same cemetery 

or another.  Siblings show up automatically when they are attached to the same 

parents. 

 

You can search for other family members with the same last name by clicking on: 

See more “SURNAME” in:  Search within: 

Cemetery the same cemetery 

Town the same town 

County the same county 

State the same state 

Find A Grave the whole website 

 

Sponsor a Memorial - for a one-time fee of $5 you can permanently remove the 

advertisements from one specific memorial. 

 

Cemeteries 
 Search by Cemetery name or location 

 Always look to see if the cemetery has its own website.  This may include 

additional information such as cemetery maps, genealogies, or local history. 

 

 



Famous 

Famous = well known outside of his or her local community. 

 

Famous Grave Search - Search by name.  You also have the option to Browse by 

burial location, Claim to Fame, or New Listings. 

 

Most Popular Searches  Shows the most looked up names 

 

Explore: 

 Born/Died on This Date 

Yearly Necrologies - Those who died in the current year 

Posthumous Reunions - From old TV series, movies, sports, musical groups 

or other famous group deaths. 

Interesting Monuments - Notable for their unique, beautiful or artistic grave 

markers.  

Interesting Epitaphs - Notable for their unique, funny or unusual epitaphs. 

 

 

Contribute 

 
Add memorials  You can add a new burial record if one does not exist and 

you have enough information to create one.  Memorials 

can be for someone buried in a cemetery, at sea, 

cremated, etc. 

 

Upload Photos You can upload photos you have taken that are not 

specific to you and need to be transcribed (ie. You took a 

whole bunch of pictures in a certain section) 

 

Transcribe Photos  You can transcribe the photos that someone else took 

 

Photo Requests  Someone would like a volunteer to go out to the local 

cemetery and take a picture of a tombstone 

 

Suggested Edits Check on the status of changes you have made or that 

others are requesting of you. 

 

Upload Spreadsheet  A spreadsheet where you have transcribed a section of or 

an entire cemetery – usually a society or group project.   


